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Abstract

With development of internet and the enormous growth of contents over networks, that motivated the researchers to propose new paradigm model called Information Centric Networks (ICN), the most features of ICN model is based on the content itself, instead of the server located the contents over internet. This new model has a lot of challenges such as, mobility of contents, naming, replications, cashing, communications, and the security issue to secure the contents, customer, and providers. In this paper we will focus on ICN Model and propose solutions of security to protect the network elements, since the security is based on the packet itself rather than the host-centric.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The enormous growth of information’s, resources, contents over internet and networks, increased demands of the content over internet, translation of contents between different networks, and the complexity of the networks and telecommunication system, that’s motivated the researchers to explore a new network paradigm called Information Centric Networks (ICNs), in order to adaptive the growth and complexity of contents' and networks over internet. The most features of Information Centric Networks are the availability and mobility a lot of services to customers and users were offered by different providers and operators. According to [1] statistics, In 2011, mobile traffic rose to 144% than previous year, the annual growth of consumer mobile traffic from 2011 to 2016 is expected 83%, while the global mobile data volume is expected to be 10.8 Exabyte per month in 2016. That's an evidence of increase demand of information from side, and growth of the risks on the contents over internet from other side. Therefore the challenges of security, mobility of contents in Information Centric Networks Models are very complex with the complexity of networks technologies. The applications and services were offered to customers have own authenticity method and use different credentials, reliable and easy-to-use methods are needed to support the new paradigm.

The rest of paper is organized as follow: in section 2, we present and discuss the problem statement of the paper, section 3, describe and present the ICN models with their research projects and its features and challenges, section 3, "security issue" in this section we will discuss and propose new security solutions to protect the contents over network. In last in section 4, we prepare the conclusion and summarize the most features and challenges of ICN model and finally we ask several question related to the security model and its features.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

With development of Internet, development of business work over internet and increased the web application based on internet, that’s lead to customer eyes to look at internet as major of their business, socials, entertainment, news, searches and a lot of their several interests. The huge capacity of informations, networks, Telecommunication, translation of information between customers and providers, between different networks over internet, that exert more challenges to the existing internet architecture, especially, in the appearance of the complexity and the
creativity of Next generation Networks and the appearance of Intelligent devices and Intelligent home, all of the these challenges and the future development of applications , that leads to re-think with existing architecture and explore new paradigm architecture organize the contents over internet and keep its availability for customers. Through dynamic method that achieving the efficiency of contents over internet compared with the existing internet architecture, since the users are interested with availability of contents rather than the contents where resident in networks. The new paradigm called Information Centric Network s(ICNs).

The idea behind of Information Centric Networks approach are modeled using on getting the actual contents instead of host centric architecture approach, which means, the ICN model does not focus on the location of contents, in which server located, and server hosted as the existing architecture. Many of researches projects are modeled on Information Content Networks such as: [2]-[6] most of these researches have been described the Information Centric Information from side and underlying the problems and the solutions of ICN architecture from other side, since every architecture or paradigm have a lot of challenges such as, problems, description of implementation technique on the architecture, and its hierarchy structure. The ICN architecture is in structure and discussion stage, so a lot of proposed solutions are modeled to describe the ICN architecture with it features.

In this paper we will discuss the Information Centric Networks features, challenges, problems and the security technique on the ICN networks to protect the customers, contents and providers over internet.

3. THE INFORMATION CENTRIC NETWORK APPROACH
The increasing demand [6] for highly scalable and efficient distribution of contents over internet has motivated to develop new network called information-centric networks (ICN), which is based on named data objects.

In current architecture networks approach are host-centric which require contents locations in order to get the contents, also the network communication is based on name host, for example, web servers, PCs, laptop, handset devices and other devices. While in the ICN architecture the users get the contents regardless of the host-centric or the server located the contents, this mobility allows the users to share their contents and data anywhere and anytime. In addition the common goal of ICN in [7] is to achieve efficient and reliable distribution of contents by providing general platform for communication services that are today available in dedicated system such as peer-to-peer(p2p) overlays and proprietary content distribution networks.

The presented ICN architecture explode new challenges features based its structure and its architecture, such as supporting of mobility agent of content, cashing, replications, communications, names of data contents and security challenges of model. For each of those features, we can propose a new methodology for thesis in order to classify, checks the optimality, describe the techniques and its architectures, determine the work base, and finally the relation between others features in the network model. Since all of those features were analyzed, and proposed solutions and techniques regards with their details and point of views on project researches which proposed in [2]-[6].

In this paper we will focus on the methodology of security techniques on the model in order to protect the contents over its mobility, cashing, replications, and communications between the users and providers.

There a lot of projects were studies and proposed improved solution of ICN network such as [7]:

- TRIAD project (www-dsg.stanford.edu/triad/) [2].
- Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [3].
While of these projects approaches were different from each others with respect to their details, analysis and the techniques of routing name, cashing, request/receive and publish the contents and the its procedure algorithm, mobility and security in the ICN Models, they share many assumption, objectives and architectural specifications. The aim is to develop a network architecture that is better for efficiently accessing and distributing content and that is better cope with disconnections, disruptions effects in the communication service.

4. CONTENT SECURITY MODEL
Since the ICN approaches [8] resulted in content arriving from networks elements other than the locating server, the security model cannot be based on where the packet come from or locating server, instead, ICN design must secure the content rather than path, as suggested in [9][10] and else.

The ICN papers are promising for better security due to the use of digital signatures and securing the packet itself. To ensure the confidently, security of packet are self certifying, packet are authenticated using digital signature, also securing the communications lines between users and providers, and providing encryption/decryption in each packet to secure the packet and provide the confidently. The customers who request the resources or the contents must know the name of contents, in addition the customer must know the contents providers public key, so that he can verify the originality and integrity of content. Therefore the ICN model itself must bind the objects name with its public key of content providers'. To falsify the contents an attacker must register with the ICN system, in result, it mitigated the denial of service attack against the contents due to content-centric flow of traffic rather than the host-centric. Naming contents over ICN model explode the directions of naming object through DNS names as suggested in [11][12], the first naming uses hierarchical human-readable-names, the second naming systems uses self-certifying names, which is un readable by human, the key is bound to the name itself, so the users must use other techniques to determine the name of contents through search engine, or personal provider.

Resources which are requested using the interest packet must have permission or know the key to get validate. Therefore denial of services DoS attacks against resources and providers is mitigated due to packet flow of traffic.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed and analyzed the ICN Model approach, also we explained the reasons that motivated the researcher to establish and create the model due to the enormous growth of contents over internet, and achieving the availability, mobility of contents and providing more security strategy to protect the contents, users and consumer of ICN model rather than host-centric. In addition we proposed the most features and challenges in ICN models likes, naming, routing, mobility, cashing and security of contents over ICN Model, and we browsing most the researches project, that studies and proposed a lot of different solutions and techniques on ICN model, regards their analysis, point of views, and their experiments techniques. Finally we proposed solution techniques on security models to protect the ICN models regards with its components like, contents, providers, operators, customers, and its features. In addition of the authenticity of contents itself, generating the public key, naming of request model, and the encryption in the content itself, and providing secure communication between source and destination.
Since the ICN model is very young and proposed solutions are insufficient and incompatible. We can ask some of questions, we can trust of security model which presented in this paper to secure the ICN model or not, also does the encryption/decryption need more complex computation, does that effect on the efficiency, availability, and traffic packet in ICN model. Is the system reliable or not. Also we can ask others questions on ICN model features about routing, cashing and naming, does they satisfy the efficiency, privacy, keep availability of system and scalability. We can answer on all of these questions in next future researches.
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